
Position Paper – The Tamworth Manifesto 

 

Neither party was united during the debates over Reform in 1832.  Most Whigs 

favoured some sort of reform; most Tories opposed it – but in neither case did the 

party uniformly agree.  After Reform, the Whigs – even those who opposed it – 

quickly reunited and accepted it.  The Tories, however, were not easily able to do so.  

Their opposition was such that some even campaigned for the Reform Act to be 

abolished.  Wellington, leader of the Tories in Lords, saw the role of Parliament as 

carrying out the monarch’s wishes; he and his followers, known as ‘ultra-Tories’ or 

‘ultras’, were implacably opposed to any franchise extension, including the measures 

of 1832. 

 

When William IV dismissed Melbourne’s government in 1834, Peel was asked to 

form an administration.  He accepted, even though the Tories were outnumbered in 

the Commons.  In this time, defeats for the government in a Commons vote – 

although rare – were interpreted as a “vote of no confidence” and the government 

would resign.  It was assumed that with a minority government, the Tories would 

quickly fall.  The usual tactic in this circumstance was to call a general election, 

hoping to win enough seats to continue in government. 

 

In Peel’s case, however, it was unlikely that the Tories would gain a majority.  Many 

new voters did not feel that the Tories represented their views; others found it difficult 

to trust Peel and the moderate’s statements on accepting the Reform Act when the 

ultras were so hostile.  Others simply didn’t know what the Tories represented – 

earlier Tories had stood for ‘protectionism, Protestantism and no popery [Catholics]’, 

but these policies had become blurred.  These problems were compounded by the 

Reform Act, as around half of all seats were now contested, rather than only one third 

before 1832
1
.  The Tories appeared to be a confused muddle of competing ideas, 

sentiments and policies, and unlikely to win an election. 

 

Peel thus had a difficult choice – govern for a few weeks, possibly months, before 

losing a vote, or try to win a majority even though most of the voters would likely 

vote Whig.  His solution was novel, and was certainly unique at the time.  It has 

become known as the “Tamworth Manifesto” and was simply a statement of what the 

Tory party would attempt to do if they were elected.  It was the first time that any 

party had laid out a set of proposals.  Whigs and Tories had appealed to the voters by 

highlighting the triumphs of their previous administrations, but none had laid down a 

statement of aims for the forthcoming government. 

 

The Manifesto was Peel’s attempt to demonstrate that the Tory party had moved on 

from the time of Wellington, and it was also an effort to unite the party and achieve 

some consensus about future goals.  It was aimed, apparently, at the voters of 

Tamworth.  However, Peel sent copies of it to two London papers and was unopposed 

in Tamworth, so there can be little doubt that it was really aimed at the electorate 

overall.  It was not, in content, original.  It has been noted that “much of what Peel 

said in it, he had said before.  Nevertheless, the circumstances in which it was issued 

made it an intellectual landmark”
2
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The most significant part of the Manifesto was the acknowledgement that, if elected, 

the Tories would not alter voting laws.  Peel, paraphrasing Russell, called the act ‘a 

final and irrevocable settlement’
3
, stating the Tories would keep the new franchise.  In 

addition, the Tamworth Manifesto said a Tory government would “careful[ly] 

review…institutions…maintain established rights…correct proved abuses…[and] 

redress real grievances”
4
.  This was vague in terms of which particular institutions, 

rights, abuses and grievances would be examined, but it is likely that Peel was 

intending to act like most governments of the time, and react to rather than pre-empt 

them.  Importantly, this would have struck a chord with the middle-classes, most of 

whom could readily identify institutions in need of review, grievances in need of 

correction and abuses that needed correcting.  As Watts said, “by [Peel] conceding the 

need for some further changes, there was a likelihood of wider support [for the 

Tories]
5
”. 

 

Ironically, the short-term benefits were few.  The Tories won 100 seats more than 

they had originally, but “it was too early…to bring about a revival of their fortunes”
6
.  

Peel’s gamble failed.  The Tories won only 279 of the 658 seats in Parliament, with 

the rest going to Whigs or radicals.  Peel still led a minority government, and after 

struggling on for a few months, resigned in 1835.  The manifesto did not even help 

unite the party.  Benjamin Disraeli called it “an attempt to create a party without 

principles”
7
 – although he was particularly anti-Peel.  Long-term, however, the impact 

of the manifesto was much greater.  After 1834, every election saw at least one party 

routinely publishing a manifesto, so the significance of Peel’s move is clear.   
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